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Photo opportunity of the Month
Foxy Swarms
Swarms are a feature both nationally it appears
and certainly in our local area, with early swarming
and numerous swarms, possibly as a result of the
mild winter weather. Both our honey bees and
their cousins have been involved. Which hopefully
is good news as our bee populations recover from
the hard times of last year.
You will see a number of references to swarms in
this months edition of
- turn to page 4 to
specifically read the story of Jeff Essen’s ‘Foxy
Swarms’, and see the other swarm related features
throughout this edition.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that
could be featured here? Please send it to the editors today !

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Jun, Wed 4th

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)

Jun, 5th-7th

South of England Show
Honey Show competition, beekeeping display, honey sales

Jun, Wed 11th

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)

Venue / Contact
Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan
Ardingly
Pauline Sparkes
Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan
Required by BBKA
Celia Perry
Henfold Copse.
Bob Maurer
Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan
Mickleham.

Jun, Sat 14th

Deadline for Basic Assessment Entries
Completed forms, with payment for July assessments
Mock Basic Assessments (10:00 - 12:00)
Experience an assessment and discuss questions.

Jun, Wed 18th

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)

Jun, Sat 21st

RBK’s Taster Day (10:00 - 16:00)
Our members provide beekeeping insights to participants.

Jun, Wed 25th

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)

Jun, Fri 27th

Reigate Farmers Market (09:00 - 14:00)
Supplies of Honey and Hive products to sell required.

Jul Wed 2nd

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)

Jul Wed 6th

Gatton Country Fair
Beekeeping display, sales of honey & hive products.

Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan
Reigate High Street.
Richard Woodhouse
Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan
Gatton Park, Reigate.
Contact tba

More dates ?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Jun, Sat 14th

Comments about and contributions for publication in

Gill Simpson

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
When is a Swarm not a Swarm ?
Answer … when it’s only ‘A large number of insects … in motion’, as distinct from ‘A group of
bees with a queen bee in migration to establish a new colony’.
As beekeepers, we are very familiar with the latter use of the word. However, a BIG problem
that many of us are experiencing this year is that a great majority of the public take the former
valid, but unhelpful, definition when calling for our help.
So no apologies for the dominance of ‘swarm’ related articles in this edition. It is a HOT topic.
The fact is that whilst there has been no shortage of true swarm calls, this year they have been
greatly outnumbered by calls about Tree Bumble Bees. Some of our Swarm Collectors have
been taking dozens of such calls a day and total counts have long since been lost. Anything you
can do as a beekeeper in educating friends and neighbours about the differences between honey
bee migration swarms and a few insects ‘swarming about’ will be greatly appreciated.
Many of you may already be fully utilising your equipment to cope with your own colony divisions
and swarm control measures. Extra resourcefulness is clearly needed to provide at least
temporary accommodation for those actual un-asked for swarms. Some new ideas are included
in this edition.
Turning to lighter matters. With full details provided on the website, don’t forget the South of
England (Honey) Show at Ardigngly during the 5th-7th this month and both our own Summer
BBQ at Henfold, and a new showcasing opportunity at Painshill during July; both of which are
also featured in this edition. Let us hope that the weather for all these events, and our
Wednesday evenings, is a little kinder than that experienced during the Surrey County Show
on the recent Spring Bank Holiday Monday.
Richard & Graham
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of
, so click on Members Website for lots more
information and, all the latest news and activity updates.
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Events News
Spring Bee Health Clinic - Report

Summer BBQ at Henfold - 12th July

Set-up once again in the Mickleham Community
Centre, in parallel with our Auction on the 3rd
May, Bob Maurer and his team of
microscopists,
sample
‘grinders’
and
administration
carefully
processed
and
assessed samples of bees for Nosema.

Make a note in your diaries (its already listed
in the website’s Diary Dates), to come along to
this annual event. Now in it’s third (or fourth?)
Year at Henfold Copse.
Commencing at 5:00 pm, hot coals to cook
on will be provided.

● 77 samples from 27 apiaries (including You will just need to bring both yourselves
Henfold) were submitted by 25 members.
and:● A total of 37 (48%) individual samples from
·
Something to cook
18 (66%) of the apiaries had infection with
·
Something to eat off/with
Nosema at some level.
·
Something to drink, and drink from
● Samples testing positive for Nosema were:
·
Some salad or a pudding to share
Light 10 (13%), Medium 8 (10%), Heavy 19
·
Something to sit on (picnic chairs, mat)
(25%).
More details soon on the website and in next
Although the number of sampled colonies was months
.
double those submitted at last years Spring
Clinic, it remains a disappointingly small Painshill Honey Bee Festival - 20th July
proportion of what must be the total number SBKA have been invited by Painshill to
of colonies being managed by our 200+ participate in providing an opportunity for their
members. Based upon these results, all visitors to “Taste and buy some of the finest
members who had either not submitted local honey, …Discover other hive products,
samples to the clinic or conducted their own …Find out about beekeeping”.
assessments, should at least take note of the Each division is being requested to provide its
1 in 4 likelihood that one of their colonies has own themed stall, RBK’s may be Flowers.
heavy Nosema. But which one(s)? And how will Volunteers will be sought to prepare and man
you avoid cross contamination?
the stands. Would YOU be able to help? For
On microscopes were Bob Maurer, Alan updates and contact details when available,
O’Hea, Nigel Sones and Celia Perry, with check the Painshill notice, click here.
Jim Copper, Graham Pooley and Mike Hill
on ‘grinding’ duties; and with Sue Hickson Basic Assessment Reminders
managing the paperwork (and also appearing
A Mock Basic Assessment session is
in Bob’s article about clinics in the June edition
planned during the morning of the
of BeeCraft).
14th June at Henfold. Our own
qualified examiners can’t examine you
for real, but they can give you a taste of what’s
expected. Contact Celia Perry or Bob Maurer.
The Basic Assessment itself will be at Henfold
Copse on 12th July. The last date that Celia
can accept completed and paid-for registrations
to take the Basic Assessment is 14th June, the
same day of the Mock (and the Summer BBQ).
See Celia for an application form or click here.

Reigate Beekeepers Auction - Report
It is hoped that a report about the very
successful Auction, also held at Mickleham on
the 3rd May, and the excellent shared catering,
will be able to be provided within next months
edition of
.

Notes covering all the aspects of ‘the Basic’
including tips for the practical assessment itself,
can be readily found on the Members website
under Knowledge Base > Beekeeping Basics
click here, as well as under the Education
section click here.
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Swarm Stories
The Foxy Swarms Mystery

report by Jeff Essen

Following a request from owner David Mills of
the British Wildlife Centre in Newchapel near
Lingfield, I attended to find there were TWO
swarms that had attached themselves to name
board signs, only five metres apart. They were
alongside the main footpath used by hundreds
of centre visitors, and the centre was due to
get very busy for the Bank Holiday weekend, so
David wanted them removed that evening
and they were 'ours' if we were to remove
them. The first surprise was that they had been
there all week.

almost impossible for it to have been the source
of the swarms, it was very puzzling ?
Fortunately I was able to park my car close to
the swarms. The bees were fairly static, the
temperature being around 8-9°C, it was around
4:00 pm, dull and cloudy and very chilly. They
were
well
behaved
and
because
of
the temperature were fairly immobile. I
prepared two poly Nuc boxes, and a smoker,
dragged a wooden seat over, supported the
boxes on the seat and commenced brushing
them in to the box. They looked in good shape
and had good colour. I noticed drones in the
depths of the swarm and wax was already being
drawn out on the notice board.
I had almost 90% of the bees safely in the box,
when they became very agitated and
started flying around. I quickly placed the lid
back on the Nuc and waited for them to settle
down again leaving several bees loose.
The second swarm was collected in almost the
same manner as the first, leaving a hundred or
so bees behind. So I waited for them to settle
down again and they all eventually
reassembled back on the sign, it was getting
colder. I obtained a small cardboard box and
after an hour or so brushed the remaining bees
into the box and sealed it, all bees were
collected making it a clean sweep.

When chatting with David he suggested the
swarms could have come from their own
observation hive a few metres away, however
when we inspected the hive it was jammed to
the gunnels with bees, it would have been

The mysteries were; where had the bees come
from; why were there two swarms so close
together; and why had they remained for so
long on the name board signs – but it was no
mystery to Mr Fox, as you can see from the
photograph of him strolling past after I had
collected the swarms.
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Jeff Essen

It’s Honey Jim - but not as we know it.
“Here we are, at the beginning of the honey
bee swarm season. I and my fellow swarm
collectors are ready to swing into action to
defend the Great British public from the horror
of an invasion of bees. But what do we get?
Bombus Hypnorum!
As last year, we are seeing an increased
number of calls from public troubled by Tree
Bumble Bees that have built nests in
inconvenient locations. For those that haven’t
experienced them, Hypnorum are fond of
locations at 1.5 to 2.5 m elevation (head
height!) and sensitive to vibration that they
regard as a threat and to which they typically
respond by mass exodus from the nest –

by Vince Gallo

somewhat alarming for an unprotected
gardener or builder. The outcome is a call to
us, cooperative and friendly, bee keepers …..”
Vince has described and illustrated with
photographs taken at the time, two recent days
during which he did not collect any swarms!
But an unexpected discovery
made during his heroic efforts
provided both the title for the
story and an appropriate
caption for this photo (right).
To view and read the full story, visit the Gallery
in the Members Website …. or click here.

So many (actual) honey bee swarms - but so few swarm boxes!
When not being distracted and
exasperated by Bombus Hypnorum,
your swarm collectors have not been
short of calls about swarms of honey
bees. By Richard Woodhouse’s records as the
end of May approaches, there have been at
least 54 such calls, resulting in 35 swarms
being caught. Compare these figures with the
TOTAL number of swarm calls received during
all of 2013 being only 39!
But now we have another problem.
Not enough prepared swarm boxes from
members are available for the Collectors to use
to hive swarms that they are called too. There
are only so many skeps and corrugated boxes
that can be pressed into emergency service

until framed hives are finally needed to house
a restless swarm colony. Even if you may not
yourself need an additional colony, have you
spare equipment that could be used to
temporally house a swarm ? It could allow the
swarm to be re-hived later for another member.
Not ideal, but arguably better than leaving the
swarm to become a public nuisance, go feral or
die out.
If you have a swarm box (full size or nuc) able
to be used, either ultimately for a swarm for
yourself or as a temporary hive, please contact
your nearest Swarm Collector or contact
Richard Woodhouse directly (mobile - 07710
245993) or via the on-line Swarm List
Registration form.

Members News
Henfold Copse Refreshments Assured
All attendees of Wednesday evening meetings
at the Henfold Apiary will be delighted, and
relieved, that Sue Hickson has ‘Stepped up to
the Urn’.
Sue is taking over responsibilities for ensuring
supplies of tea, coffee and biscuits continue to
available whilst Coral is otherwise occupied for
the rest of this Summer’s Wednesday evenings.

So whilst all the facilities will have been
provided and set out for our use in good time;
it will be down to individual members to then
help themselves to refreshments as needed, as
well as washing and drying their mugs
afterwards.
And of course, to not forget to deposit the 50p
donations into the ‘Money Skep’.

However, Sue will also be participating in one Help clearing up and packing away at the end
of the training groups gathered around the of the evening will also be very welcome and
hives during each evening.
appreciated by Sue.
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New Beekeeping Experiences
A False Start ?

a recent experience by Graham Pooley

It was early May, we were sitting in the garden
enjoying a coffee, the sunshine and warm
weather, 18°C. The bees from my hives were
flying calmly in and out, and I was content
because I had inspected only five days ago and
found no queen cells at all, only play cups.
Then we heard an increase in bee noise, and
looking around realised we had a cloud of
thousands of bees flying about above the
garden. I guess I’ll have to wait until they
cluster somewhere, hopefully in a convenient
location, and try and capture them I thought.

So was this a ‘false swarm’, had she left the
hive and decided to return, bringing the cloud
back with her I wondered ? I decided to take
her out and make up a nuc, just in case she
decided to swarm for real next time. And whilst
doing that discovered two sealed queen cells so they were up to something after all !!

I looked at my hives and all seemed normal
with bees still calmly flying in and out.
But instead of clustering, after around fifteen
minutes the cloud of bees all flew to one of my
hives and ‘swarmed’ around the entrance as if This queen and her attendant bees are now out
they were returning home. They gradually went of the nuc and happily installed in a new hive.
And upon my next inspection I hope to find a
into the hive and all returned to normal.
newly mated young queen producing brood in
the original white hive. Making up the nuc with
my queen appears to have prevented any
further swarming activity, and I have increased
my colonies.
This experience illustrated how the nuc can be
used for two different objectives - either to
prevent swarming, or specifically to increase
your colonies. The only difference appears to
be where the queen goes. In the case of swarm
control she definitely goes into the nuc, and in
So I decided to open the hive. Inside were bees the case of wanting to increase colonies she
going about the usual things that they do, can stay in the hive or be transferred to the
acting calmly, and there was my marked queen, nuc. As in all beekeeping, there are differing
again acting calmly.
views on what is the best method.

Horticultural News
Coral’s Horticultural Tip
This month we enter what in normal weather and horticultural conditions
is a period some beekeepers call ‘the June gap’. It is when forage for our
bees may be sparse, and attention to possible feeding is important. When
thinking of feeding bees it is also good to consider future planting
recommendations that can provide excellent forage for bees.
Coral recommends Perennial Wallflowers, such as evergreen erysimum
hybrids which are versatile and undemanding, tough enough to cope in
even the poorest soils, and have an alluring perfume.
Preferring full sun, they have a flowering period from March through June.
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About those Other Bees

an occasional feature looking at the honey bees’ cousins

‘Green Bees’ another environmental contribution
We have long known that bees are wonderfully
eco-friendly creatures, but it now seems that
they are even more virtuous than supposed.
For new research shows that, like true greens,
they get a buzz out of recycling plastic.
Scientists at York University and the University
of Guelph, both in Ontario Canada, report that
two bee species actually seek out the plastic
when building their nests, becoming the first
insects ever known to do so.
The researchers found that a species
originally imported from Europe the alfafa
leaf cutter bees,
Megachile rotundata,
incorporate plastic
bags for, on average,
about a quarter of
their construction
materials.

Also that the Canadian Megachile campanulae,
which is partial to pine resin, also seeks out
polyurethane-based sealants used on building
exteriors.
Nor does resorting to these plastics seem to be
their Plan B. The study, published in the
current issue of Ecosphere, adds that they
seek the plastics even when natural materials
are around, suggesting that they actively
choose them.
And they may know what they are doing. Other
species of bees that were studied nesting in
plastic straws have been found to be free of
parasites. Now there’s a nice sting in the tail.
courtesy of the Daily Telegraph

For more details about these bees and their
eco-activities click here.

Topical News
Healing Honey Aids Wounds Recovery
We all know the healing power of honey. Here ● The high sugar content of honey draws lymph
is some information on how it works on wounds.
out of a wound, and this lifts dirt out of the
wound base.
● Honey's viscosity provides a protective
● Honey's anti-bacterial properties prevent
barrier to prevent wound infection.
odour associated with wounds and ulcers.
● Honey also creates a moist healing
● Honey clears infection from wounds even with
environment to allow skin cells to grow across
antibiotic-resistance strains of bacteria.
a wound flush with the healing wound.
courtesy of Manchester & District BKA
● As the healing progresses, scabs and dead
cells lift off the surface of a wound.
● Honey does not stick to wound tissue and For more information about how honey heals
does not tear tissue when removed. So the wounds click here.
use of honey prevents scarring, even on quite
Please Leave a Comment
large wounds.
● Honey has beneficial anti-inflammatory Click to comment on this item…
properties and can reduce pain.

Questions & Answers
Question - How do you Clip and Mark a Queen ?
Another possibly topical question with all the does make them easier to find, and if the
swarm activity currently, and new queens to ‘standard annual colours’ are used, can indicate
mark when they are established and strong.
their age.
Although some beekeepers prefer not to take
the risks involved in marking their queens, it

Remember - If you need spectacles to see
clearly, wear them !
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Alfalfa lefaf cutter photograph source - Peggy Greb/USDA

This table indicates the ‘standard’ colours.

Year
Ending
4 or 9
5 or 10
1 or 6
2 or 7
3 or 8
4 or 9
5 or 10

Colour

Mnemonic Example

Green
Blue
White
Yellow
Red
Green
Blue

Will
You
Raise
Good
Bees

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Prepare and be ready, with fine scissors such
as embroidery scissors and marking paint.
The most important part of marking, is the
technique used to hold the queen.
This requires considerable care, and should
have been practiced on dispensable drones,
before risking injury to your only queen. For
the novice, devices such as a retaining cage,
or tube and plunger can be used.
The tube and plunger also
has a mesh cover over
one end of the tube, and
the queen is captured in
the open end of the tube.
The plunger is then used
to gently hold her against
the mesh, so that she can
be marked.
The circular cage, which has spikes on one side
and a mesh cover, is used by pressing it into
the comb over the area where the queen is
located. The spacing between the spikes is wide
enough to allow worker bees to pass through,
but retains the queen. The queen can then be
marked through the mesh cover.

Many experienced beekeepers prefer to hold
the queen with their bare hands, because this
provides easier access to the queen, and may
be a more gentle way to handle her.
1. First find the queen.
2. With a finger of your dominant hand, steer
her to walk away from you.
3. Pick her up by her wings, (they support her
in flight so they will also support her when
suspended from your fingers). Y ou now
have a choice about how to hold her. Either
way, she should face your palm:
4. Either: hold her over the index finger of your
non dominant hand. She will put down her
six legs and grasp your finger - close your
thumb over the three legs all on one side
that you can see. She will then be held fast
and there will be no danger that you might
clip a leg.
5. Or alternatively: grip her lightly but firmly
between the thumb, first and second fingers
of your non dominant hand.
6. Using your dominant hand, take out your
scissors and carefully clip off one quarter of
the wing nearest you.
7. Carefully, dab a spot of marking colour onto
her thorax.
8. Finally, after allowing time for the paint to
dry, carefully and quietly, release her back
onto the comb where you found her.
When first trying this , it is easy to be overcome
by a dread of damaging this beautiful and
important insect, so your hands shake and you
may indeed do exactly what you feared and
damage her. As previously suggested to avoid
this, practice on drones and workers. Workers
need to arch their backs to sting, so if they
are held properly they are unable to sting you.
adapted from Ipswich & Suffolk BKA

Be aware if you use the circular cage immediately
to mark further queens this may cause
‘balling’ of the queen when she is released, due
to the pheromones deposited by the previous
queen. To avoid this, attach the cage to a frame
with bees from the hive where you wish to mark
the next queen. Once you have found her, take
the cage and place it over her as usual. By this
time the hive pheromone or odour will have
eliminated the odour from the first queen, and
upon release contentment will be achieved.

Tip courtesy of Taunton & District BKA
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DIY Suggestions & Tips
Make Space for those Swarms

DIY Suggestion

Are you running out of normal equipment to
house new bees, perhaps resulting from a
swarm ? Well consider making a ‘Huc’ (between
a normal sized nuc and a hive), by simply
converting a nuc to house the swarm.

Making your own is
fun and saves money

Remember to include ventilation out of the roof
space, and to size your upper box so that
‘adequate bee space’ is available between the
top of the lower and the bottom of the upper
frames. (Check the dimensions necessary from
a standard brood box.)

It may not be a long term solution, but it can
provide additional space for the swarm to Our own expert Swarm Collectors advise that
expand before you have more equipment and normal standard sized nucs are only really
suitable for caste swarms, and if space becomes
can transfer them to a normal brood box.
tight for a swarm there is a high risk they will
As an example the photograph below shows abscond. So the use of nucs is only a temporary
how simple it is to make an additional box emergency measure.
containing nine frames that will fit on top of a
Paynes poly nuc. This huc has been used to Interesting chatting with Paynes, they do use
nucs to house swarms over the Winter, but this
house a locally captured ‘large swarm’.
is usually later in the season when there is little
expansion to accommodate. And of course,
these bees are transferred to a normal brood
box early in the Spring.
At the end of the Summer the bees from a huc
could be transferred to a brood box and
possibly combined with another hive colony if
you do not have a spare empty hive.
Graham Pooley

The adapted nuc includes a stand with a
‘landing board’ aligned with the bottom of the
entrance hole, and a removable roof.

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

Lots more information on the Members Website
Lots more information about Reigate
Beekeepers activities, plus the events of
other organisations, including training
courses and exam information, and event
reports are posted on the website.
Please remember
is only one part of
our communication media. We only feature
key event articles in
, and as can be
seen from the links throughout, it is fully
integrated with the Members Website

The website information also includes a
comprehensive calendar of ‘diary dates’ and
information about Wednesday evening
Henfold Copse meetings.
Click the links for more events information

See the next page for our regular summary of some of the new highlights on the website
June 2014
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Website News
All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
was published, these are some items that may be new to you.
browsed since the last
Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

June in Your Apiary

NBU Alert - High Varroa Populations

What a Difference a Year Makes!

Important message issued by the
National Bee Unit (NBU) of FERA

This time last year we had
finished the coldest Spring for 50
years. There had been only a few,
fine, & warm days for the bees to
forage. It had also been too cold & wet for all but
the most desperate swarms to emerge. But, 2014
to date, has been the warmest for many years …

Many of our Bee Inspectors
have reported a high
population of Varroa mites in
colonies across England and
Wales. We believe these high levels are largely due
to colonies continually rearing brood throughout the
mild winter. Continuous brood rearing …

Painshill Honey Bee Festival

Honey URGENTLY needed for Sale

SBKA have been invited to join
Painshill in a Honey Bee
Festival.
Billed as England’s most elegant 18th century
landscape garden, Painshill is situated in Cobham,
Surrey.
This is an opportunity for all divisions to showcase …

June Tips Checklist
The topical advice for June is to
‘be prepared’ … for a number of
events and situations, including
the ‘June Gap’, Varroa Treatment,
Removal of Rape Honey for Extraction and …
Swarming.

The hardworking team who run the
Reigate Beekeepers Honey Stall at
the Reigate Farmers Market have
a problem … demand is exceeding
the supply of extracted honey.
Volunteers manning our display stalls at fetes, fairs and
shows are also in need of local honey to offer the public.
If you have any honey (or other hive products) …

Basic Assessment - The Mock and
the Real Thing - a reminder
This year the Mock Basic will be held on
Saturday 14th June and the actual Basic
Assessment day is Saturday 12th July.

These things can need to be done in a bit of a rush …

The Basis Assessment is set by the BBKA and if you
pass, it demonstrate to the rest of the world that you
have reached a certain level of competency in
beekeeping. If you want to take …

Courses by ‘Beekeepers @ KSRC’

Beekeeping ‘In-the-Round’ …

News of some wonderful up-coming
courses provided by this facility.
Celia Perry heartily recommends
them, having thoroughly enjoyed
the reasonably priced ones she has
attended, and Andrew Cornwall will
be hoping to get onto the Foulbrood Microscopy
course himself.

Members, and visitors alike, attending a
Wednesday evening meeting at the Henfold Copse
apiary will, once the introductory announcements
have been made, then be cocooned within beesuits. Everyone is then rightly focused upon what
they need to be paying attention too and doing …

website

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and
NEXT BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !
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